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RIBBONS AND BOWS

The Easter bunny sure has gotten a lot of you hopping into your
sewing rooms, if I am reading the phone calls correctly! We
have been busy shipping you the fabulous Lawn that finally
arrived, along with many of the other new fabrics that we
added this winter. If you have not seen the Swiss Lawn, please
call and request samples. It promises to be your new favorite
fabric….after Bearissima, Swiss Flannel and.., and.., and a host
of other Bear Threads fabrics! And if you are not familiar with
lawn, please refer to the Bear In Mind January 2012 newsletter
where in the article ‘A Study of Fabric’ I talk about this
wonderful fabric.
Which reminds me to remind YOU that we have a new and
improved website – www.bearthreadsltd.com ; there you will
find all of the past newsletters for your reference.
We also encourage you to tell your customers about the
website. There are no prices posted, so that they can ‘window
shop’ till they drop into your store with their wish list.

Ribbons and bows are a child’s couture fantasy – and a
mom’s as well if the truth be known! Let’s face it! How
often do we see a baby with seemingly no hair at all, and
what appears to be a bow glued to their tiny head!
Hair bows became particularly popular in the Victorian and
Edwardian Eras. The first hair bows worn by boys was in
the 18th century, when their hair was styled in an adult
fashion, not a child’s. Later in the 19th century boys wore
bows in their hair, but the hair styles were those of a
youngster. Of course girls have always wished to adorn
their heads with bows and frills. Victorian women seldom
wore bows in their hair, but if they did they were black or
another modest color, and small. The Edwardian Era saw a
more fanciful lady, and she wore bows of many colors and
sizes, some being quite large.

Sashes in children’s clothing are returning to the fashion
forefront now as well. As a child I remember my Mother
priding herself on the beautiful bow she made with my
dress sashes. But I dreaded returning home, because
inevitably the artful sash had been reduced to a wad of
wrinkled fabric. Sash ends are irresistible to little boys and
the teachers only hastily did just enough to prevent my
tripping on the sash ends. Dear me, the scorn the teacher
would have had to endure had my mother been present to
witness her repair! But, from a design standpoint, sashes do
May is indeed a special month for us all, as we celebrate and add much to a toddler’s dress. When you realize that you
give thanks for that special MOM in our lives. So I would like to see as much of the back of a child, especially in church, as
leave you with this quote:
you do the front, it stands to reason that the garments
should have some detail there as well.

I would especially like to thank our guest this month, Nancy
Coburn of Ginger Snaps Designs for sharing excerpts from her
book RIBBON ROSETTES, SASHES, AND HAIR BOWS. In this book
you will find simply everything you need to know to create over
15 variations of rosettes, hair bows and sashes….the icing on
every heirloom garment. Elsewhere in the newsletter you will
find information on how to contact her for all of her books and
patterns.

“Your arms were always open when I needed a hug;
Your heart understood when I needed a friend;
Your gentle eyes were stern when I needed a lesson;
Your strength and love have guided me,
And given me wings to fly. “
‐ Author Unknown
Until next month – Happy Stitching,

Sheila

I hope Nancy and Tami’s directions will inspire you to add
more interest and detail to the entire child’s ensemble.

Basic Lace Technique

6. Pull the gathering row to form a circle. Shape as desired
and tie the gathering threads together in a secure knot.

1. Cut the lace edging the appropriate length for your
chosen variation.
2. Machine stitch a gathering row along the head of the
lace edging. This machine gathering row will be stronger
than pulling a thread in the head of the edging. It is less
likely to break and will secure the edging in a circular
shape.

Hair Bows
SATIN BOW VARIATIONS
3. Sew the raw edges of the edging, right sides together,
Satin Bow Variation 1: Basic Satin Bow
using a short machine stitch.
Basic Bow Technique

4. Zigzag stitch the raw edges next to this seam. Trim the
raw edge and press to one side.

1 1/2” — 2 1/4” wide double-faced satin ribbon: 1 yd.
Thread a needle with regular sewing machine thread and tie a
good knot in one end of it. Make tiny running stitches across the
ribbon, starting a little over 4” from the end of the ribbon and
dropping down 7” four times, as shown below.

5. Zigzag stitch on top of this seam to secure it.

Gently pull the thread to form four leaflets and two streamers.
Shape as desired. Grasp the center with your index finger and
thumb and shape the bow. Secure the bow by wrapping the
thread around the center and sew through the center to secure
both the thread and the shape of the bow. Trim the raw edge of

the ribbon as desired. I prefer a diagonal cut or an inverted Satin Bow Variation 2: Satin Bow with 1/8”
point.
Loops and Streamers
To secure the bow:
Cut a piece of 1/2” wide double-faced satin ribbon: 3 1/2” long.
Wrap this piece around the bow and secure it by hand whipping
it in place. Hide the raw edges by turning them under.

Make the basic satin bow with these additions:
To make the loops and streamers, use 1/8” double-faced satin
ribbon.
If desired, you may use this 3 1/2” piece of ribbon to secure the Cut 7 ribbon streamers: 5”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8”, 10”, and 10”.
bow to a barrette. Hand whip or tie it in place.
Make ribbon loops:
— two 2 1/2” loops
— two 1 1/4” loops
— leave streamers, if desired
Secure by hand sewing them in the center. Attach the streamers
to the back, and center a purchased ribbon rose in the center.
Hand sew to the barrette and complete as instructed in the basic
bow technique. Tie knots in the ends of the streamers, if
desired.
Satin Bow Variation 3: Ribbon Rosette Variations
Note: You may change the size of the bow by changing the
width of the ribbon and or the distance the running stitches are Ribbon rosette techniques may be combined with the basic bow
technique to create a variety of satin bow variations. Detailed
spaced apart when making the leaflets.
instructions are included in the book, “Ribbon Rosettes, Sashes,
and Hair Bows.”
Variations
A variety of satin bow variations may be made by using some of
the ribbon rosette techniques. Refer to the section, “Ribbon
Rosettes,” for detailed instructions.

Satin Bow with Lace Circle, Pearls, and Ribbon Rose Back view:
Construction steps:
Note: This bow was tied to the barrette. Attaching the bow to the
barrette by either hand sewing or tying the ribbon depends on the
size of the barrette and is a matter of personal preference.

Basic bow technique
Basic lace technique
Craft pearl loops — handsewn to the center
Purchased ribbon rose — handsewn to the center
Complete each part, as instructed, and hand sew them together.

Satin Bow Variation 4: Satin Bow and Lace Bow
Use the basic bow technique to make a lace bow and a satin
bow.

Nancy Coburn of Ginger Snaps Designs
Mother's Day History
Contrary to popular belief, Mother's Day was not conceived and
fine‐tuned in the boardroom of Hallmark. The earliest tributes to
mothers date back to the annual spring festival the Greeks
dedicated to Rhea, the mother of many deities, and to the
offerings ancient Romans made to their Great Mother of Gods,
Cybele. Christians celebrated this festival on the fourth Sunday in
Lent in honor of Mary, mother of Christ. In England this holiday
was expanded to include all mothers and was called Mothering
Sunday.

1 1/2” wide double-faced satin ribbon: 1 yd.
2 1/4” wide craft bridal lace: 1 yd.
Place the satin bow on top of the lace bow. Secure as instructed.
Wrap the 3 1/2” wide ribbon around both bows and attach to the
barrette.
Note: The bow may be attached to the barrette by looping the
ribbon around the bow and the barrette and hand sewing it in
place or the ribbon may be tied to the barrette. Your choice will
depend in part on the size of the barrette.
If desired, craft pearls may be added. Secure them to the center
by hand sewing them at the base of the stem.

In the United States, Mother's Day started nearly 150 years ago,
when Anna Jarvis, an Appalachian homemaker, organized a day
to raise awareness of poor health conditions in her community, a
cause she believed would be best advocated by mothers. She
called it "Mother's Work Day."
In 1905 when Anna Jarvis died, her daughter, also named Anna,
began a campaign to memorialize the life work of her mother.
Anna began to lobby prominent businessmen like John
Wannamaker, and politicians including Presidents Taft and
Roosevelt to support her campaign to create a special day to
honor mothers. In 1914 Anna's hard work paid off when
Woodrow Wilson signed a bill recognizing Mother's Day as a
national holiday.
At first, people observed Mother's Day by attending church,
writing letters to their mothers, and eventually, by sending cards,
presents, and flowers. Mother's Day has flourished in the United
States. In fact, the second Sunday of May has become the most
popular day of the year to dine out, and telephone lines record
their highest traffic, as sons and daughters everywhere take
advantage of this day to honor and to express appreciation of
their mothers.

HOW TO TIE A BOW
Whether it’s the sash on the back of an heirloom dress or a
hair ribbon on a little girl’s ponytail; tying a bow is a
necessary skill when you have a little girl in your life. A good
friend taught me this skill when my daughter was just a baby
and it has served me well through the years.
I have used two different colors of ribbon for better
visability.

Form a loop with the left ribbon tie (blue).

Start with the left ribbon tail (blue) over the right ribbon
tail (pink).

Bring the right ribbon tail (pink) up and in front of the left
ribbon tail (blue)

Tie left ribbon tail (blue) under the right ribbon tail (pink).

Bring the right ribbon tail (pink) around behind the left
ribbon tail (blue)
Pull the loop through the knot.

Push the right ribbon tail (pink) through the knot and form a
loop.
Adjust the loops to form the perfect bow.
--Tami Litton

TWILL vs. GABARDINE
With the addition of our
exquisite
‘Silky
Shirt
Gabardine’
fabric,
the
question we are asked is
“what is the difference in
twill and gabardine”? We
already had a Swiss Silky
Twill, and technically our
fabulous, yummy Swiss
Flannel is a Twill weave.
And so it seems fitting that
we should embark on an
explanation.
Twill is one of the three basic weaves, the other two being
Plain and Satin. ALL other weaves, be they simple,
elaborate or complex, are derived from these three weaves.
The twill weave is identified by the diagonal lines in the
goods. Most twill weaves are 45 degrees, but other angles
may be woven. There are both right-hand and left hand
twills. Right-hand twills include cavalry twill, gabardine,
tweeds and elastic and whipcord. Left-hand twills include
denims and ticking. Even hounds tooth and herringbone are
twill weaves!

surfaces, such as plain weaves, thus twills are often used
for sturdy work clothing and upholstery.
Gabardine is a type of twill with a few differences. It has a
harder finish because the yarn is more tightly twisted.
Always in gabardines there are more threads in the warp
than in the weft. This means a gabardine has a more
pronounced ridge for harder wear.
Gabardine was invented in 1879 by Thomas Burberry,
founder of the Burberry fashion house in Basingstoke, and
patented in 1888. Originally woven of worsted wool, it can
now be cotton or blends. The gabardine takes its name
from the word ‘gaberdine, gabardine”, originally a long,
loose cloak or gown worn in the Middle Ages, but later
signifying a rain cloak or protective smock-frock. (See
November 2010 issue of
For you trivia buffs:
Burberry clothing of gabardine was worn by polar
explorers including Roald Amundsen, the first man to
reach the South Pole, in 1911!

Bear Threads 3 Twill weave fabrics are all superb, each in
their own way. If you have not tried the Swiss Silky Twill
or the new Silky Shirt Gabardine, please call for samples. I
seriously doubt any one of you has not tried the Swiss
Cotton Flannel! but if not you are missing a yummy
Twill is a type of textile weave with a pattern of diagonal
fabric!
parallel ribs (in contrast with a satin and plain weave). This
is done by passing the weft thread over one or more warp
Sheila T. Nicol
threads and then under two or more warp threads and so
Copyright Sheila T. Nicol Designs
on, with a ‘step’ or offset between rows to create the
characteristic diagonal pattern. The most basic twill weave
is two threads in one direction, crossed over by a single
thread in the opposite direction. This gives the weave its
characteristic design, although the weave can be far more
complex depending upon the degree to which the weaver
wants a design in the twill to show.
Twill fabrics technically have a front and a back side,
unlike plain weave, where the two sides are the same. The
front side of a twill weave fabric is the side with the most
pronounced wale. It is more durable, more attractive, and
considered the fashion side. Stains and soil show less on
the uneven surface of twills than it does on smooth

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com
To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers to check out our
website for information and inspiration.

